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LOBO Staff Analysis
. " During the past several weeks, the
• University of New Mexico has become involved in a battle over the administration
of· educllti:on~ and the basic .principle of
determining a student's grade.
··

i.

!

Aside from the charge Of discrimination,
which was investigated previously by UNM
The Universf!y's battle is a confrontation and judged invalid, th"e battlefield of
with th~ U.S. Department of Health; 'educational administration is tied.up in the
Education and Welfare (HEW) over the l974 Family Ri,ghts and Privacy Act, more
charge of a UNM minority student that he commonly known as the Buckley Amendwas discriminated against when -he· was ment.
given a low grade in an e.ducation course.
•
. . ·
.
In essence, the Buckley Amendment
~pec•f•.cally, the ~tudent f1led a .. co~- ·protects the confidentiality of student
pla1nt With .the reg10nal HEW off1ce m records and grades. As a federal law it is
Dallas saying he was told the reason for ~he meant to prevent a state university or in.~ad grade w~s a , so-cal~ed . E~ghsh stitution from keeping confidential files
la~guage defi~1ency. He sa1d th1s 1s co?- from students and opening a student's files
trad1ctory ~o h1s above-average grades m to public inspection.
UNM pnghsh coprses.
'
As the ag~ncy investigating the comThe law is enforced by HEW under the
· plaint, liEW demanded that UNM turn . ·penalty that federal funds will be withheld
· over a list of grades for the past few years from any state university or jnstitution that.
from
the teacher · charged . with violates the amendment. One of the agendiscriminatioJ.l, Prof. Keith Auger. The cies exempt from the 3uckley Amendment,
tJniversity refused .t~e- fede~al request and however, ·is HEW as ,the enforcing power. .
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However, under the same amendment,
HEW can inspect the grades of anystugent
without the n~cessary written consent of
the student normally required by the same
.
.
law.
. . .
There are also eight other individuals or
agencies e;'(empt from the Buckley AmendJ'!lent as approved by the UNM Regents in
1976 and they' are: UNM school officials
approved by UNM, officials of other
schools where the student may want to
transfer, authorized representatives of
of the Comptroller General of the U.S.,'the
Secretary of HEW, the U.S. Commissioner
.,
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(Continued on page 10)
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refunds
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available this week and next
at the, SUB ticket office~
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It is under the Buckley Amendment that
the name Qf the ~tudent charging
discrimination in the UNM -education
department . is being withheld from the
ryublic.
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was informed that the penalty for nonUnder the deemed powers ·of the amendcompliance would be the loss of about $10. ment, HEW is the investigator, judge and
million in federal monies for education at jury in any alleged viol~tions of the law.
·
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·.Ciasses.:To B9gin o·r.- Hour
By D.M. Flynn
Starting times for classes me~ting
on Mondays, Wedn"esdays and
Fridays' next fall will be scheduled,
differently "to get a better·
utilization of structural space,"
Associate .Registrar Rick Legoza
sa:id Tuesday.

--...

"some departments who have
asked to retain the Monday.'Wedne'sday-Ftiday late afternoon
schedule.," Legoza said.

..

Uhiversity Registrar Fred Chreist
Jr. said the·new ,scheduling ''will
give us an additional period o(time
~uuring
the day.:"''Ctireisrsara~·"we:
..
.

f...!onday; Wednesaay and Friday
classes wiii begin on the hour starting at 8 a.m. instead of on the half
hour, starting at 7:30a.m., as they
do now. Tuesday and Thursday
Class times will remain the\ same.
More classes will be scheduled on
Mondays and Wednesdays only,
rather than the three-day schedule,
Legoza said. Monday and Wednesday afternoon courses will be

have a heavy demand for classes in~·
the morning when classrooms are
at a premium. We're hoping that
this"' additional period will help
relieve that."

Rick Legoza

""

given from 3-4:15 and from 4-5:45
p.m. There will be no Friday classes
after 3 p.m. with the exception of

Panama Stands Firm
On Demands for Canal

Legoza said . the Monday and
Wednesday afternoon courses will
' 4 b~ mostly leCture type courses."
"Students weren't taking Monday, Wednesd.ay and Friday classes
in the late afternoon," Legoza
said.
Legoza said, "This is what
colleges and departments have ~een
doing all over the country to cut off
classes after 3 p.m. on Friday's."

Mike Roeder

FOod. Service Sought
For University SU.B

By Daniel Crain ·
The University is proposing that·
New Mexico Union (SUB) food,
services be turned over to an
outside m~agement firm:
The . SUB Business Office,
Comptroller Carroll Lee and SUB
Director Ted Martinez are working
.. on a contract that will be put up for
·bidding probably within a month,
said sun Asst. Director Mike
Roeder'
When the contract is completed,
food service management firms will
submit specific proposals for a
takeover along with their bids,
Roeder said.
The contract will probably go to"
one of two firms, Roeder said. One
is ARA, the California-based
· that assumed· operation
· of
company
La Posada last semester. The other
is SAGA, an. Indiana-based
management firm. These are the
two largest firms in the food services management industry.

PANAMA CITY, Panama-The United States and Panama opened
secret talks Tuesday on the. future of the Pana~a Canal, with Panama
warning it will·not reduce demands for full control of the strategic waterway by the year 2000.
' 4Th ere will be no compromise," P!IDamanian, Chief of Stat~ C?en.
Omar Torrijos said in his last public statement before the negotJatJons
.
.. .
.
began. "Dignity cannot be negotiated."
"The Panamanian positioQ is extremely reasonable," TornJOS told h1s
" ··
a~
nation in a television address Monday. He predicted agreement was near
in the decades-old dispute. . ·
.
'
I '
Panamanian sources said both sides feel a new treaty can be worked out
·BOULDER..
Colo.
by April or May. .
. .
. . •
Ambassador-at-large Ellsworth ~poker and Sol Lirtowitz, the U.S. (UPI)--Valentine's Day brought
negotiators, have said the United States wants early agreement on a new out the poetic license in more than
treaty but it must "assure the availability of the canal for world com- 1;000 students at the University of
merce'at all times and it must protectthe 'security of the canal."
•
Colorado.
Torrijos wants' the United States to abandon the 51-mile canal by_the
They ·lined up at the student
end of this century. Washington has agreed to transfer operation of the newspaper, the Colorado Oaily,
SUB Director Martinez said that
canal to Panama by then, but wants a. U.S. military presence in the Canal Friday composing rhymes and
zone for an additional25 years.
.
.
counting the number of words in under the kind of management
The two sides met in secret sessions ort the resort island of Contadora, each message.· Tpe price-eight. contract that is envisioned, the jobs
off the Pacific coast of the Isthmus of Panama. Torrijos was not present, -cents .per word. The results were of Food Services employes -will in
·,
published Monday-dubious · no way be jeopardized. Work-study
but he has stressed he is in personal command of his delegation.
The Panamanian strongQlan stationed a mqitary plane on the ,island to poetry, but it's the thought that and other employes will enjoy the
shuttle his four delegates to and from his presidential palace.
.
. . counts 1
same rights. and privileges in
. The United States obtained total, perpetual control of the canal and the
.Twelve young men got together personnel matters as previously,
550-square-mile Canal,~one in a treaty signed in 1903, ll years" before the to ·place' ·a $2.16 message: Martinez said, if and when ARA or
waterway opened.
.
.
Teree-we hope we're driving you SAGA
takes
over
food
How to guarantee the neutrality and security of the Canal once the as crazy as you're driving us! Lo~e manage~ent.
United States leaves is ·one of the negotiators~ biggest problems.
from Bob, Larry, Dean, Dave,
.
.
.
''We Panamanians have a major interest in the neutrality of the Craig, Brian; Dennis, John, Jack, : Martinez s~d the huge incre~~
. canal....:.common sense dictates it~and the United Natio~s could act as a Ralph, Bill and Anthony.
in food costs fn re«ent years wou
guarantor of this neutrality," agover~ment s~okesiJ.laD,~f'~fl·.
,. .•
There were others, of course, be the main reason for bringing in
The new round of talk.s~the 17th !n a sew~s of neg«;)t)attOns smce the. with more romantic messages, such an outside management firm. ARA
1964 anti-~merican riots here.:_probably will last about 10 days.
as:
and SAGA run food operations
Bev, 1 think it's for real with us... nationwide and can shop for the
The session's always are .conducted 'Under a news blacko1,1t, but a joint
· ...
.
Now what the hell do we"do?
'lowest food prices and highest f~od
communique is expected when the talks recess',· .

Poe· tl•c'
L ,·e'ens e
'a Wo rd

l l,

·

•·

.

quality among a great many food
suppliers across the country,
Martinez said. They can also buy in
much larger quantities, further
reducing costs, Martinez said.
"We're the biggest restaurant in
town," Martinez said, "and we've
got to stay competitive ... unlike La
Posada, the people who eat here
don't have to if they don't want
to."
As it is, he said, "we don't have
the capability to buy . in large
enough amounts to keep costs
down." In addition, he said, ARA
an.d SAGA have great "marketing
ability" due tQ their operations at
numerous other universities. That
is, these firms have experience ·in
student needs and tastes and how to
bring suitable food servies to the
students.
In addition to ARA and SAGA,
some other companies havl:! considered or are considering making
proposals for the SUB contract.
McDonald's
and
Pancho's
restaurant chains have sent
representatives to look over the
SUB food facilities, 'but Mike
Roeder said, that since these firms
would want control of food service
personnel and to keep their own
payroll and employes, they woufd
probably be incompatible with the
Universit::r's aim of non-disruption
of current' personnel.

The Names Are ...
The two ASUNM senators shown
ln y·esterday's paper Were Zach
McReynolds and Anna Durand.
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Of. Subversion & Aggression
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V-ietnamese Accusec U.S.

~l:-~~

BANGKOK,
Thailand make military provocations against advisers.''
American officials say U.S. ·
Laos and Cambodia."
0 (UP I)- Vietnam, in a blow to
..o President C:arter's o.vertures,
-Is "energetically reorganizing military personnel in Thailand ··
Tuesday accused the United States the Green Beret forces in several number fewer than 200 advisers and
_::. of using undercover military agents mountain areas of Laos for some Marine guards and attaches at
h1 Thailand and Green Beret teams sabotage against the peaceful the embassy.
The United States maintains
in Laos to sabotage peace in construction of this country."
.§ Southeast Asia.·
-Is making preparations to several field advisers with large
10 In its first major comment on the reopen its telecommunications and Thai army units and lands several
:'E 'united States since Carter's Clectronic 1 detection bases closed planes a 'month at Takhli air base .
?; inauguration, the Hanoi Quan Doi
north of Bangkok. Most of the
last summer in Thafland.
Nhan Dan (People's· Army) Daily
The Hanoi article said that some. planes are involved with Indian .
also said the United States has an of the spy bases "are functioning Ocean surveillance of the Soviet
N
"'
"immediate and long-term scheme under direct instructions fro.m U.S. navy,
Oil
"' of subversion and aggression. in
::l.. Southeast Asia."
'
One Western diplomat said the
article appeared to be a setback in
U.S.-Vietnam relations. The article
came less than a week after a
statement by Carter. that he wants
to send a mission to Hanoi to learn
PARIS (UP I)-A t.op leader of the Irish Repu?Iican Army sa~s ~is men
the fate of hundreds of missing have lau11ched a full-scale guerrilla campaign across Bntam and
Americans. ,
businessmen, government leaders and "all civilians" in London are poten-•
The harsh attack said the United tial targets.
. .
.
States planned to reopen its closed
In an interview with state-run French, televisiOn at an undisclosed
bases in Thailand:
location in London, 'Seamus Twomey said the attacks will stop only when
The military paper's attack on the British have been driven out of Northern Ireland.
.
the United States was carried by the
·"we are fighting ·a war against British armed forces who have occnp1ed
official Vietnam news agency and part of our country,'' Twomey said in th~ M~~day broa~cast ..
was monitored in Bangkok.
"London is the capital of England. The Bnt1sh Army IS wagmg a.war on
The newspaper is one of only two ·the Irish people in the occupied north. Therefore all civili~s among lhe_m,
national dailies in Vietnam and is all the. population of London, are open to acts of war just as occupied
considered to express the opinions · Ireland Is to British armed forces."
· of top Vietnamese leaders.
Asked whether recent bombings in London heralded a new IRA camVietnam charged in the article paign, Twomey said, "Th~t's cor~ect. ~h~re's a ~ampaig~ on i~ the north
that the United States:
of Ireland and on the mamland m Bntam. This operatiOn will be con-Has "thousands of U.S. tinued.
military personnel in civilian,
"For seven years we have carried out this campaign and we are quite
diplomatic or commercial disguise confident that we can carry it on for another seven-or 70."
to carry on (its) operations" in
Justifying the recent murder of a British businessman in northern
Thailand.
Ireland Twomey said ''All British industrialists are targets ... (because)
-Has "encouraged Thailand to they ar~ exploiting the irish working class people in (northern Ireland)."
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1RA Guerrilla Attacks
To Escalate in Britain

®EARTH is the registered

trademar~

of Kals¢ Systemet. Inc.

C1976, Kals¢ Systemet, Inc.
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By United Press International

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia-Eight Romanians have signed a letter
protesting "all forms of psychic, moral and intellectual oppression"
in the first sign of organized dissent in their country since the Comml!nists took power in 1947.
· The appeal was the first indication the dissident ·movement that has
spread J;ecently through the Soviet bloc has taken hold in Rom&nia.
Previously, human rights campaigners have been active in the Soviet
Union, Czechoslovakia, Poland and East Germany.

Vance Reaffirms. Friendship
JERUSALEM-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance arrived in Israel
Tuesday on his first overseas mission as America's no. I diplomat,
pledging the United States is "deeply committed to the survival of
Israel and its values."
·

Mexico Offers Aid to U.S.
WASHINGTON-'-Mexico's President Jose Lopez Portillo offered
Tuesday to help the United States and Cuba restore diplomatic
relations, but said Washington and 'Havana seem ready to take that
step on their own.

Labor Leads in Contributions
WASHINGTON-Common Cause says special interest groups
contributed a record $22.6 million to Congressional candidates last
year-nearly double the amount two years earlier.
.,
The study showed labor groups were the biggest contributors, accounting for $8.2 million to business' $7 .I million. Political committees of the American Medical Associ!ltidn again led professional
groups giving in 1976 with $1.8 million.

Congressman Faces Dismissal
'

NEW ORLEANS-Freshman Rep. Richard Tonry, ·D-La., beset by
lawsuits and charges he won his seat by vote fraud, faces possible
ouster by a House panel studying allegations that he voted for himself
several times' in a primary.

WASHINGTON-President Carter Tuesday nominated two
Blacks and two women as top Justice Department deputies to Attorney General Griffin Bell, including the first Black as head of the
. -civil rights division.
Bell, accused by critics of impeding school integration as a Georgia
judge during his'own nomination process, said the Black appointees
would ensure vigorous enforcement of "civil liberties" and "equal
opportunity."

BUY THE EAR'I'B~ SHOE NOW,
AND YOU. WON'T RAVE TO
FOOT THE
Style 150. In Golden Glove
For Men & W?mlm.
Regularly $42.50

$32.50

eartti
shoe

For every walk of

Sale ends February 21st
•

Earth s·hoe
- - TE,INC.
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Pain Eased Automatically
ATLANTA-Some types of pain can now be stop"ped with the push
of a button.
The push-button control. of pain is made possible by the use of a
pocket-sized electric generator that can be easily carried around in the
clothing. It reduces by as much as 75 per cent the need for drugs, according to Atlanta surgeon Dr. Joseph Bussey Jr.

Coronado Center
293-6530

FREE
'I

'

Cosmic Charlie
Pla~e

Is it possible to get a divorce
without having to hire a lawyer?
We don't have any children or
much property to split and we are
both willing to sign the . divorce
papers. Do we need to have a legal
reason for getting divorced?
Many states have moved to a nofault divorce law in which mw of
the spouses has just to allege that
they are "incompatible." Even
though other grounds such as
adultry and abandonment exist as
grounds
for
divorce,
incompatibility is inch an all"
inclusive reason that it is almost
always alleged.
Anybody can, in theory anyway,
file their own pleadings and
represent themsetves in co"rt in any
type of case including divorces. The
judge has the discretion to not
allow these ·type of "pro se" suits
and my understanding is that this
has occurred here in Bernalillo

By Dolores Wood
County in some divorce cases.
SANTA FE-A bill to allow a
However, in simple divorces where landlord. to throw out a tenant on
no child custody and support or the second breach· of contract was
separation of marital property is passed by a vote of 37-0 on the
involved there is no reason why floor of the state Senate today. The
"prose" divorces cannot be done .
bill has not been introduced in the
house.
There are an increasing number
of people that are performing their
As the law now stands, if a
own divorces. The reason that there
breach
of contract by the tenant can
is not much pressure for these do-itbe
corrected
by repairs or damage
yourself operations is that Legal
payments,
and
if the tenant pays
Aid offices are doing many of these
the
landlord
back
before the date
simple no-property divorces since
specified
in
the
notice,
the breach is
one of the spouses, particularly the
not
cause
for
eviction
.
.wife, many times qualifies for free
legal services.
The bill was introduced into the
senate by Sen. Joseph Mercer (RIf you insist in doing your own Bern.).
divorce and don't qualify for legal
aid you may try and find a lawyer
The senate also passed a Right to
that is willing to just help you draft Die Act which allows for the
the pleadings.·
removal of life-support systems
being used for patients who are
terminally
ill.
[Editor's Note: Ceniceros is a
•
New Mexico attorney. His column
The certification of a terminal
will appear weekly in the LOBO. lf illness must be put into writing by
you have any legal questions you'd two physicians, one of whom is the
like to have Ceniceros answer, terminally ill patient's physician,
please send them to the LOBO, the bill states.
UNM Box 20, Albuquerque NM,
The bill provides for the im87131, or drop them off at the
of the physician from legal
munit)l'
LOBO newsroom, rm. 138, Marron
responsibility if he acts iri acHall.]
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Joseph Mercer
cordance with the Right to Die Act.
Also included in th~ bill is a section
stating that an insurance firm is still
responsible for policies that have
been in force for more than 12
months even after withdrawal of
the life-support systems.
Introduced yesterday in the
house was a bill to give citizens who
are 18 to 20 years old the same
rights as adults. The bill was introduced by Rep. Jim McGee Jr.,
R-Bern. He· cited requests' from
UNM students as his reason for
introducing the bill.
If passed, this bill would allow 18
to 21 year olds to drink alcoholic
beverages and to serve subpoenas.

'
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UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good

officer initially stopped them only
for a traffic violation. Officers
realize that hostile persons will
unwittingly keep arguing until they
can be arrested for "disturbing the
peace,'' or resisting arrest.

.""'

New Mexico
DAILYLOJJO

Monday -Saturday

Boogie To:

---By Leonel C e n i c e r o s l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

NM State Senate
Passes Tenant Bill

Total enrollment at the
University this spring is 20,267
persons with a break down of
10,705 men and 9562 women-an
increase of 214 students more than
last spring.
Undergraduate enrollment increased by-170 students with a total
of 16,456 for this semester.
Of the undergraduates enrolled
this semester the breakdown was as
follows:
freshmen,
3918;
sophomores, 4434; juniors, 2646;
seniors, 2999; fi.fth year, I 13;
unclassified, 43; and non-degree,
230.
Both the graduate and medical
schools experienced a drop in
enrollment. There were six more
students at the UNM Law School
this spring. There were 3205
students in the graduate school and
235 in the medical school with a
combined decrease of 62 students.
The remaining 2444 students at
UNM are enrolled in associate
programs.

WASHINGTON-The Justice Department says Congress can
properly, on moral grounds, withhold federal funds for elective abortions.
"Congress was unwilling to, continue federal funding for 'a
procedure that appalls the conscience of a very substantial percentage
of the American taxpayers,' " the Department told the Supreme
Court Monday, quoting former Sen. James Buckley, R-N. Y.

7:30-8:30

Probable Cause Results
In Arrest, Says Lawyer

'1l

Ill

00

Enrollment
'Increases
.
To 20,265

life~

STYLES FOR MEN & WOMEN ON SALE!
LIMITED QUANTITIES AVAILABLE ON SALE ITEMS.
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION.

--TAO
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Abortions Minus Funds
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I was stopped for ·Speeding. Do
the police have the right to take me
into custody? What about searching me or my car?
The rule used to be that police
could arrest persons for probable
cause if a felony was involved or for
a misdemeanor involving breach of.
the peace. Recently the law was
changed in New Mexico so that
uniformed officers can arrest
anyone if there is reasonable
' ground to believe that the person
has committed a crime.
On traffic violations not involving drunken driving or other
serious offenses, the normal
procedure is for the officer to offer
the person a citation to appear in
court instead of taking him or her
to jail. If the person does not
appear at court on the date and
time stated he or she can be charged
with
an
additional
petty
misdemeanor.
A person that i~ placed under
arrest will normally be searched
upon being arrested and also before
being booked at the jail,
If the occupants are not being
arrested an automobile wiU not be
searched unless there- is probable
cause to believe that other crimes
are being committed. For example,
·if the police can smell marijuana or
see "roaches" in the ashtray they
have enough reason . to search
further. The law of' search and
seizure and "stop and frisk" had
been evolving throughout the years
of the Warren Court and unless
given the specific facts it is difficult
· to state any general rules beyond
"probable cause."
There are a number of persons
that get neddlessly arrested and
booked by provoking officers into
charging them with disorderly
oconduct or resisting arrest when the

·Romanians Protest Oppression

Deputies Appointed -for Bell

Sale Price

J
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To Make Friends"
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Daily L()BO

Letters
EditQrials
Opinions

Perspective

8

According to so-called traditions (rules) of journalism, editorials are sup-,
posed to answer questions and not raise them. However, sometimes the
::S only answers to questions are more questions,
::<
The question we want to deal with is the ball of silly putty now on the
public marketplace known as education.

z
'<Oj:"

"'
Everyone ha~ an idea of what education shatJid consist of whether it be
~ the conservative three R's approach or the other extreme where as long as
A< the ideas flow back and forth there need not be rules to govern the ideas,
Now this silly putty education takes a lot of abuse as people stretch it in
every direction; bounce it off the floor, and try to imprint skin deep facades
from magazin.es.
The one subject we are continually educated about is what education is.
Is education the ability to write and speak 'a dominant language with the
least number offlaws? ·
Is education the ability to know where to look under the ,hood of your
car when some mechanical contraption makes weird noises?
Or is education the abnity to educate?
It has now come to .a point where OUJ ball of silly putty will not take any
more stretch.ing, bouncing or skin deep cosmetics,
The toy is no longer pretty and clever but is now a weapon used to
bounce off of people instead df inanimate objects.
Education is no longer a concern or a field for open debate, it is a
political weapon used to the utmost by whomever happens to be holding
it.

•\!

distasteful, we repeat, see your
family doctor immediately.
Our exhibit was also referred to
by
these
individuals
as
''blasphemous." We would like you
to know that we got our okay directly from THE SOURCE. We have
no need for pseudo-prophets,
simulated senators or other gobetweens in this matter.
We offered the students a shit
can for such complaints and' if
these individuals didn't express
themselves through the proper
channels, that is their- problem.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli'Letfers.,IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJJJIIIIIIIIIIIIJJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

UNM Police: An Official Bike Opinion

May we suggest an appeal to
heaven. We are sure THE SOURCE
will set you stra'rght on this matter
once and for all.
Those of you who found our
humour "rude, crude, inane, etc."
obviously don't know your shit.
The fact that our membership increased 900 per cent seems to indicate to us that many of your
fellow students found it quite to the
contrary. These senators and their
lackeys might do better to draft
some rude, crude and inane
resolutions and proposals rather
than get into shit they !>now
nothing about.
For those numerous students
who liked our biological satire, we
hope our future offerings will
please you equally well. For those
of you who missed our exhibit,
sleep on. For those of you who
didn't like our show, tough feces.
That's the price of freedom,
dearies.

C'MON, BOB!
IT'S THE3 PRES-

/fJ!NT oN me

UNEH '-..,

Kenneth Kietzke
The Slumber Party Plumber

portrays· a picture of un.ilaterally imposed fines via citations and this
simply is not what is being done.
Perhaps a brief history of recent
events is in order.
The Campus Subcommittee on
Parking has received many complaints from members of this community concerning the negligent
use of bicy c Ies at U N M . The

of February 1977. It should also be
noted that the desire to issue warnings and not payable citations was
voiced by this writer to that committee and was not necessarily the
unanimous view of all members of
the comtn~tee, some of whom
favored an immediate strict enforcement policy.

negligence, in many instances,
results in unsafe conditions for
pedestrians, the visually and
physically handicapped, and the
bicycle riders themselves.
The Parking Subcommittee,
therefore, decided that it is high
time that enforcement of the
regulations which have existed for
several years be instituted 1mmediately. It was decided by that
committee that the enforcement
would be undertaken by the Campus Police Department through the
use of warning citations and
~positive (if possible) verbal contact
between the bicycle rider and canipus police officer.
A report of the effectiveness of
this endeavor is to be submitted by
this writer to the Campus Subcommittee on Parking on the 27th

As of this date, there have been
no payable citations issued by the
two police officers assigned this
task, although there have been
many written and/or verbal warnings issued. Their intent is not
punitive-it is educational. We are
asking for compliance from those;
few individuals in our bicycle riding
community who occasionally impose upon non-bicycle riders. By
and large, bicycle riders who. h~ve
been contacted as described
above, have been extremely
cooperative with 'police officers and
voiced support ·of this program.
We, of the Department of Police
and Parking Services, wish to
thank all of you in advance for your
cooperation.
Berry D. Cox and Staff
Dept. of Police & Parking Services
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Editor:
Mr. Baron has stated that he
does not "equate a fetus with a
human being" while terming the
murderous element of society
fellow men and women. His logic is
evasive, to say the least, but that is
not the issue here.
The sanctity of life can only extend as far as it represents a
positive influence to the environment as a whole. When a life.
is wasted and abused to such an
extent that it becomes entirely

,
.. Editor:
The shame and pity is that TV-I and UNM graduates aren't hired by our
local electronics companies, such as Gulton, GTE Lenkurt, Digital, MITS,
Sandia, and others as frequently as they should be; as an example, Digital
is going out-of-state looking for ,experienced people because they feel
there aren't enough in-state.
.On the other hand, the ex-armed forces technicians are hired, because
~heir schooling is integrated with on-the-job training. .

-in

-- Th-e-same situation exists
Mirmeapolis...:..:the- companies that hire
graduates also chose courses in the school and provide on-the-job training
at the same time.
Perhaps rf we emphasize cooperative education at TV-I and UNM with
our local companies, everyone will benefit.
. Tom Maloney Ill

•

Editorial Board
Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Daily LOBO
Staff, All Other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the Opinion of
the author and do not necessarilY

reflect tho vl~ of the staff.
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Was the whole deal of issuing 0
cr
licenses for bicycles not to help us 0
in case of theft (as they had an- >Ij
nounced), but to hand out and 0'
...,
trace tickets? Will the students of c
...,
UN M really put up with such police il>
'<
tyranny?
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Managing Editor
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Arts and Media' Editor
Lynda.Sparber
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Tim Gallagher
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Editor:
The University of New Mexico
Police department has recently undertaken an effort to educate
bicycle riders on, and force compliance with, traffic regulations. In
view of the large numbers of
bicycle riders on campus this
seems an appropriate move.

'

I

'' '
.

i.

However, they have also decreed
· that bicycles may not ride on the
campus sidewalks and are, at this
time, issuing written warnings to
those who do.

I.

fl
i '

'!

destructive to the environment,
there can be nothing sacred about
it. An animal is an animal, whether
it has four legs crtwo.
As for the money involved, and
you can bet that the total cost is
more than the figure Mr. Baron
mentioned, any money wasted in
this area is money that could have
been spent on something considerably more worthwhile.
Mr. Baron's attitude typifies that
of many of today's politicians.
Rather than facing up to a problem
that requires judgment and responsibility, he prefers to pay any price
necessary to sweep it under the rug
and out of sight. To lock a criminal
away permanently does nothing for
society or the criminal. It is a totally
useless act of indecision.
The suggestion that such
criminals could be put to work in
such a situation when they are
unable to function in a non-hostile
environment is ridiculous. Again,
·the money is-better spent on people
worth the trouble.
I find little morality in the preservation of life while destroying any
capacity for living simply to avoid
responsibility for decision .
David L. Roherson

Asst. News Editor
!Jnve r-lynn

Copy Editors

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

I must object to this "ttitude and
practice for the following reasons:
1) subsection 1.82 of the city traffic
code defines a sidewalk as "that
portion of the street between the
curb lines or the lateral' lines of the
roadway and the adjacent prnperty
lines intended for the use of
pedestrians." Under this definition,
the mall and many other major
throughways cannot be considered
as sidewalks since they do not border streets; 2) While the walkways
at UNM are obviously intended to
be used by pedestrians, it would
appear that they were also intended, as originally planned, to be
used by bicycles. Why else would
numerous bike racks be placed
throughout the campus which can
only be reached by traversing the
walkways?; 3) Subsection 16.16 of
the city traffic code states in part
"No bicyclist shall ride upon a

Complete Volkswagon Ma.chine Shop
sidewalk when it is reasonably safe
for such bicyclist to ride in the
street·."
As noted earlier, there is no
street adjacent to many of the
walkways on campus; therefore,

Consideration
Could Solve
Bike Issue
Editor:
As an avid bicyclist, I would like
~ s;mple 'solution to the
to sun•
bicycle proolem.
If a pedestrian meets a bicycle
travelling at a safe speed and using
due care, then the pedestrian can
move aside and let the bicyclist
pass on the sidewalk.
If the cycler is discourteous or
traveling too fast, the walker
doesn't move and the cycler has to
slow down or go 'off the sidewalk
(which still slows the bicycle down
and is also potentially damaging to
the wheels).
Very soon the bicyclists would
learn that they could get to class
faster by being more considerate of
the other people on the sidewalk. It
also has the advantage that it only
penalizes those people who. are
causing this problem.
Stephen Elliott

'

Harry Chapmar

even if these walkways were
defined as sidewalks (which they
are not) this subsection is inapplicable to the situation; one cannot
ride on a nonexistent street. Hence,
this is also an invalid basis upon
which to issue citations to bicycle
riders.
In view of the apparent illegality
of the warning citations being
issued, I hope that some action will
be taKen to discontinue their
issuance.

Specials
Mon.- Fri
All Drinks

2Forl
Sat - Till 9 pm
Sun - Till 7 pm·

R~g.
-.A

~

!Jar Prink~

soc

This Weeli:: Appa••atu~

A Fine Drinking Establislnnct1t

2935 Monte \Tista NE 265-3681
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"Putple Room"
Friday, February 18, 9 p.m.
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Advertising Manager

Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW

When Is a Sidewalk Not a Sidewalk?

Money, Life, Money

One That Got Away
HGY, BOB, I
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SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR

Party Plumber Speaks: Tough Feces

by Garry Trudeau

Continu~d

GENERAL

Editor:
The recent response in the letter
In the style of our world leaders, "How do we limit the weapon?" We
to
the editor column about bicycle
already said this is a non-traditionai editorial so we offer no answers,
regulations
prompts me to voice an
demands or cut and dry solutions.
official opinion concerning this
.
What we do offer is this. ·
It is the right.of everyone to receive an equal chance at education·. But problem.
To begin with, much of the inwho among us can play the role of God and decide what everyone is enformation stated in letters therein
titled to kr:~ow?
.
unmnnnnmmmnmmmmrunnummnrmuummuuumumrtLettersummuuumunmnummmuuumnnnuu~m•nnnnnmnnrnn

DOONESBURY

Perspective

..z"'

Will UNM Students put Up With It?

'B

For safety reasons we sprayed·
the shit with Krylon and RustOleum, two aromatic hydrocarbon
C()mpounds with potential adverse
effects if ingested. Really, we never ·
intended the shit for human consumption. If you are one of those
who found the shit tasteless or

~

By George Coston
Not too long ago a male chicano student who received a "D" in Elementary Education 331-332 filed a discrimination suit with the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
·
Then HEW investigators requested the grades of Prof. Keith Auger who
taught this elementary education course which has become so newswor- Editor:
there been yet? Wouldn't it make
thy.
It was 3:30 p.m. and a happy, more sense if they stored their
Next UNM President William E. Davis refused· to release the grades with class-is-over student got on his energy so they could successfully
a show of support from the UNM Faculty Senate. All of the preceding bike, in front of Ortega Hall, and hunt rapist and thieves e>n campus?
events are subject to various interpretations and will continue to be so un- started innocently peddling on the Or at least direct it toward acquiring
til this matter is finally resolved.
.
main street, along with the cars. He enough bicycle racks for everyone
First, one must take a look at the unidentified student who triggered this w.as neither driving drunk nor to park their vehicles correctly? Or
series of events. Why would this gentleman take his case to HEW officials speeding, presumably his brakes hunt bicycle thieves efficiently?
in Dallas, Texas if he did not feel he was treated fairly? To kill time or seek and lights were in satisfactory conattention would be unacceptable answers in this case.
.
dition too.
Second, even HEW officials are bewildered at UNM's obscurantism tO
release Prof. Auger's grades for examination. You would almostthink they
Yet, just in front of the bookstore
were asking President Davis to refrain from remodeling his house or the a motorcycle policeman pulled out
faculty to learn a second language.
from the right and honked his horn
Lastly, the Faculty Senate approved President Davis' refusal on the and
the
poor
stopped
grounds of academic freedom. This has some merit to it if one overlooks fellow-either to give him a rap on
what has happened to Prof. Ehrenberg and other faculty members who traffic education or even worse, to
believed in this principle.
·
ticket him.
To wrap it up, attempts on the part of HEW to determine who is right or ·
wrong in this discrimination case are meeting a considerable amount of
The· question is: what's this all
opposition from President Davis and most of the faculty. If nothing else about? How many serious acthis episode. still shows that grades are important.
cidents, caused by bicyclists have

Only Questions

Those student senators (e.g. Mr.
Rupp) and their running dogs (e.g.
Mr. Fortner) who found the Slumber Party shit exhibit "tasteless and
distasteful" are urged to seek the
help of a physician immediately.

il>

Grades of l.mportance

EcHtodal

Editor:
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Qpinion
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Saturday, February 19, 9 p.m.
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Rock and Roll With

Flyet
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.Cold Sandwiches

5

·1

Hot &
Tea and Soft Drinks

~

1

Served At The

Deli Bat

§

~2:39 p.m.
Come Eo.rl,y

;

5

8:30 p.m. -
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Guthrie

>.

~

] Woody Guthrie's "We Ain't Down
&) Yet!"!Cream Records!CR 1002
•
Review by Bob Spiegel
.8 This is not a Woody Guthrie
j album, but a collection of songs
.Q (mostly
his) performed by
·;;; "friends" with pieces of his prose
0 and poetry read by Jess Pearson
8 ·between each song. For people not
familiar with Woody's songs and
. 2 writings, this is a good in;:: troduction.
~
His belief in unions and honest
• work as cures for problems both
~ political and personal comes out
i;f strong: "You can't scare me I'm
0... sticking to the union." His persistant optimism is staggering: "I'm
out to sing songs that let everyone
know we're born to win." But his
darker side is also present: "My
loneliness is deep and incurable."
What's missing here, though, is his
lighter side: his outlaw songs and
his talking blues.
The line-up of friends on this
album is impressive: Arlo, Seals
and Crofts, Ramblin' Jack Elliot,
Hoyt Axton, Peter Yarrow, and
more than a dozen other fine
musicians. But somehow, ·given
these great songs and such a lineup, the treatments are rough and
undirected. Woody's voice and
music was rough also, but he had a
raw honesty to· his music that
worked as a tight edge, un-

LOBO
Record
Reviews

'5

·z z Top.
"Tejas"/ZZ Top/London PS.680
Review by George Gesner

compromising and immediate. The
roughness on this album teQds to be
sloppy and bland, no edge, .
On "This Train is Bound for
Glory," Hoyt Axton sings finer
than I've ever heard him on the first
two verses, but a chorus drowns
him out for the rest of the song.
Only "Going Down the Road" and
"Union Maid" seem to have the
full spirit of a yYoody Guthrie song.
Even so, it's nice to see an album
of Woody's stuff out in 1977. There
are other album~ of Woody
Guthrie's material done by himself
or by a similar group of friends
available that are better than this
album. Still, I have to say this is a
nice representation of Woody's
songs and writing.

meet Your ASUNm Seno.tors

TOD.AY
10:30 o.m. - 2:00 p.m.
The Gloss Cubicles-ffioin Floor SUB
-Bring your concerns, complaints, ideas-
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The Texas trio is back with their
fifth album appropriately called
Tejas.
Although th~ gr.9_up is the bigge'st
concert attraction in the states, it
will not be enough to vault this
album to the heights of their
previous albums. _
The album includes "It's Only
Love" which made a small splash
into the Billboard Top 40.
In what has to be a sequel to
"Beer Drinkers and Hell Raisers,"
ZZ Top presents the boogy packed
"Arrested for Driving While
Blind" which is getting AM airplay
now.

imagine the Texas boogy kings
doing such a nice acoustic instrumentaL
Rate the album C plus.

Don Cheuy
Don Cherry/A&M Horizon/SP 717
Review by Thomas Lindsey·
If the music (Jazz Extensions) of
Sun Ra is the sounds of
Cosmogony, then Don Cherry's
Jazz Extensions surely must be
those of Man-earthbound, but
of
bound-less
possessed
melodic/rhythmic variety. Of all
the creators who began in (or
emerged out of) jazz but to whose
music that term is now meaningless,
perhaps none have moved into so

The cuts, ·"Malkauns" and
"Chenrezig" (acoustic) "Brown
Rice" and "begi-Degi" (electric),
feature tapestries of rhythms over
Cherry
chants,
which
whisper/chants and . blows rich,
full-bodied
but spare-noted
trumpet lines.

By Lynne Moyer
Each Saturday night production
It's 11 ;30 on a Sat11rday night; consists of an introduction to the
you are switching channels on the film, a skit during a· break in the
television looking for something to film, and a closing, where Draczia
watch, and an eerie ·sound of wind wishes the audience "pleasant
blowing emits from the tube dreams" with a diabolical laugh.
followed quickly by a high
Spaulding,
Cindy
Dean,
screeching bat sound,
Draczia's Bride, and Park Shaw,
Well, your attention has been the Wolfman, work under a $25 per
caught by Draczia of the Sandias, week budget provided for by
distant cousin of Count Dracula, KOA.TT.V. and are unsalaried,
who along with Draczia's Bride and
'
Wolfman appears every Saturday
"If we are able· to attract adnight on KOAT T.V. 'channel 7 to vertisers to the show, we will
help present horror classics.
hopefully be paid for our time,"
Bop Spaulding, the creator and said Spaulding. For th~ moment
portrayer of Draczia is an active fun is their incentive.
Jaycee and publisher of "Wheels
Shaw, also a Jaycee, geologist,
and Deals" magazine.
·and part-time student,. said he dons
"This is. the only station that his hairy paws and wolfman mask
·carries horror films," Spaulding once·a. week "for fun and media
said, "the station was interested in experience.''
Wolfman's part usually consists
getting something that would relate
to the films and build viewer in- of chewing on a large fleshy bone,
howling and shrieking as he jumps

Excellent work is given by
drummer Billy Higgins & bassist
Charles Haden (colleague.s of
Cherry's since the Ornette Coleman
days); assisting musiciaps include
Ricky Cherry on both types· of
piano, tenor work (screechy to
tame) by Frank Lowe, and droning
tambourra by Moki.
Other instruments are added in
place to place for color such as
electriC bsngoes on the disc's least
effective cut, "Brown Rice''-a
sort of disco-music piece; Cherry's
one concession to commercialism I
imagine.

·Excepting "Rice," these cuts
have an organic richness to thel)J as
they either soothe & ebb, or burst
with subtly implied tension; if you
let all the elements of this disc flow
through you, they can sweep you
along like a feather in a
jungle/mountain/desert breeze.

By Lynda Sparber
Yes, 1 can !<ilk knowledgeably about the Doppler effect, computer bubble sort systems, Mayan social structures, and the political implications of
Alice in Wonderland.
.
I can also tell you what classes John-Boy is• taking in college, why Tara
is torn between Phil and Chuck, and what Ann Romano does for a J.iving.
You see, I am an avowed, hard-core TV freak. And proud of it.
It makes me nervous to be at home without the sound of the television
blaring. I'd much rather hear Phyllis Lindstrom's cackle than the sound of
my dripping faucet. The noise of TV is my security blanket, especially
when 1'm alone.
1 readily admit my sense of well being· frqm the tube does go a bit too
far. I used to turn the volume up when I tools: a shower at night, my
rationale being, I guess, that any would-be robber sneaking in would think
that anyone with the atrocious taste to watch "The Lucy Show" couldn't
possibly have anything worth stealing-except maybe the TV set.
I believe I am not alone. in my penchant for television. But not as many
people as I are ready to face their scholarly college friends with the fact.
For this reason I included the TV program listing in the LOBO, for people
who are more. embarrassed to buy TV Guide than Hustler or who tear out
the TV page of the JOURNAL lest anyone think they read it for anything
else than Dear Abby or thec·omics.
Many folks are TV addicts, but just don't know it. As with every social
condition, though, there are tell-tale signs. Consider these warning signals:
-you switch the channel to KOAT. before answering the phone if it
rings between 2:30 and4p.m. ("Dialing for Dollars" time),
-you can tell what time it is by the program just coming on,
-your· visits to tlie bathroom, refrigerator and phone happen only on
the hour or half-hour,
-you find yourself quoting Spack and Bunker instead of Hemingway
and Faulkner,
-you can smell a rerun a mile away (and watch anyway),
-it takes you less than ten minutes to do the TV Guide crossword puzzle, or
-you find yourself humming the Lifebu,oy jingle between classes (substitute the following where applicable: Courtesy Dodge, Doublemint,
Campbell Soup, or Buttercrust).
This checklist is based on nothing 'more scientific than personal observation. I can offer no cure b~ause 1 don't consider it a vice. If anyone
gives you a hassle about your viewing habits, just turn up the sound
(preferably on some show like "1 Dream of Jeannie" or the "Brady Bunch") and drown them out.
Television may not be the best companion in the world, but at least it
has an on and off switch.

"El Diablo" is a laid back blues
jolter with that old folk western
flavor added to it. It's a good
western tale of the devil' s scourge.
The second side is a disappointment in that it can't keep up
with the first side. The only good
piece on the back side is the last cut
"Asleep in the Desert."
The piece should come as a
shocking- surprise for ardent ZZ
Top listeners. It certainly is hard ·to

The Cultural Program Com.mittee
The Associated Students UNM

Popejoy Hall

Benvetteeth
BeaverteethlRCA/APLJ-2076
Review by Koren Panagakos
Imagine listening to imitations of Elton John, Bad finger, the Beatles,
Buddy Miles, and the Kinks all on one album by the same band. The
above-mentioned rip-offs are alive and well and are definitely the pits on
Beaverteeth's first album, Beaverteeth.
Beaverteeth's sound covers a broad scope engulfing rock, disco,
progressive, and ragtime. While versatility may have its good points, it
robs this group of any fresh, distinguishable sound all their ~wn, leaving
them extremely dull.

Present

Eliot Feld
Ballet
Two Performances
Two Different Programs

Friday, February 25-8:15 p.m.

Guitarist and lead vocalist Rodney Justo said new material was needed
for Beaverteeth and he "started to write out of desperation." His
desperation certainly comes through on. this album, for there is no
originality on it whatsoever.
Imitations of other groups' styles are bad enough, but even worse when
they're as third-rate and mediocre as on this album. The most obviou~
style rip-off is "The World's Really Flat" which reeks of Paul McCartner
influence. The harmonies are nice and are the song's only merit, but if you
want to hear the real thing, buy a Paul McCartney album. Elton John's
style can be heard on "Sacred Harmony," a deadbeat love song. Once
again, if you want Elton John, then buy his album.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
·Donate Twice Weekly

The only passably decent song on the album is "I'm Callin'," an easy·

li~tening progressive number with a n1ce saxophone solo.

1. The Real McCoy
,2. A Soldier's Tale
3. The Consort

Rhythm guitarist John Rain~y Adkins said the band plays "music to
kick ass and send shivers down your spine." After listening to this album,
it seems as though the only ass that gets kicked is the ass that buys this
album.

Saturday, February 26-8:15 p.m.
1. Harbinger .
2. At Midnight
3. Excursions

Witching Hout~ on TV •••

loose, creative, human and natural
a realm as Cherry.
'

•

Mexico's m01l famous name Is Jbnorlca's miMI!

Blood
Plasma

•
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Tickets-$_goo' soo, 7oo' 6oo' soo
ASUNM & GSA Student,s- Yz Price Either Night
Tel. 277-3121
Tickets now available at all Ticketrnaster Outlets.

) J

Poncho Villa tequila
•

I.

•

.'

Fan mail has been received and a
Fang Club is in the planning &!ages
which will offer a Draczia button, 8
x 10 photo of the· cast, a tee-shirt
and membership card.
"We rec~ived a letter from a
viewer requesting-some Godzilla
films," Spaulding said, "and it was
signed 'The Godzilliac'."

SUB Theatre
Film Guide

TV

7:00-Channel13: Monte
By Miguel Gandert
Carlo
Circ4s Festival.
Well, the SUB Theatre has another action-packed week of films for all
8:00_:__Channel13:
Movie
you film freaks out there. Attendance at the theatre thus far this semester ·
("A
Man
Called
Horse.")
has been great and I hope the films this week will get the approval we've
been getting for the schedule thus far.
8:00-Channel 4: Jacques
Starting the week off on Wednesday the SUB Theatre will show
Cousteau.
Michelangelci Antonioni's La Notte. Jeanne Moreau, Marcello Mastroian8:00-Channel 5: Nova
ni and Monica Vitti star in this film about the monotony of middle class.
(Canada's
Netsilik Eskimos.)
i_a Notte begins in the &fternoon and takes the viewer through a single
evening in the lives of an Italian middle-class couple who have forgotten
9:00-Channef 5: Childhood
what it is like to live and love.·
(This series of five British
This film is about the psychological things that happen to people in the
dramas starts with Kipling's
contemporary society of machines and geometry, contrasted by something
"Baa, Baa, Blacksheep. ")
more alive in the world of the lower dasses.
11:50-Channef 13: Movie
Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show the Hilarious Marx brothers
("The FBI Story: The FBI vs.
in what many people consider their greatest films, Duck Soup. Groucho
Alvin Karpis, Public Enemy
plays prime minister Firefly of Freeonia, who in a short period of time
Number One.")
reduces the kingdom into shambles. Harpo and Chico appear as peanut
vendors who double as spies. Zeppo rounds out the gang as Firefly's
secretary and straight man in this classic satire about the stupidity of war.
E' togi.J~M'~ ur ( ionla<•l IA.•JIM~
Friday night the SUB Theatre will show Alfred Hitchcock's mystery,
- Fa,t Sl"f\'itt. <Jnalit y and
The Man Who Knew Too Much. Peter Lorre stars in this mystery story of
st dt· at rca'><mahl<· m•t
espionage, which stems from the mistaken kidnapping of a tourist's child.
aisey Optical Co.
This version of the film is the earlier version which was made in 1934. It
was later remade and starred Jimmy Stewart and Doris Day. The earlier
(,\'ext door to·Cauy Jlcxa/1 Dr11g)
version of the film is considered the better one.
Loma\ at \\' a'hington 2.'55-6321)
Rounding out the week on Saturday night the SUB Theatre will show
The New
Adrift. Czech director Jan Kadar directs the film about a peasant fisherman, Yanos, who saves a beautiful drowning woman. Yanos is a good
Lucky's Pizza
man whose caring for the suiciaal woman sets off a chain of events wh.ich
$1.00 off any large
catapults him into a frenzy of sexual attraction and the eventual destrucor medium Pizza or
tion of his family. This 1971 film is in Czech with subtitles and is in color.
Lasagna purchase
As always, films in the SUB Theatre are a dollar and all showings are at
Please present this coupon
7 and 9:15p.m.
4513 Central I'!~. 256-9953
Another bit of good news: there is now wheel chair access to the theatre
through the games room, and also a special section of the theatre for wheel
chairs.
Happy viewing.

Open
Sundays

Fish Ranch

Offer Good
Thru Feb. 21

20% discount on all supplies
j:o UNM students with ID's
E:llushmg Angels . 211.00
Zebra Danio .•... 5/1.00
Feeder Goldfish 14/1.00

Ami You'll }.on• Tll•rJ,·~·..-t~Ir."'
EVERYDAY & SPECIAL STYLES
FOR MEN & WOMEN. SEMI·
PR ECJ OUS STONES. STERLING
SILVER & GOLD-FILLED.
PRICED FROM S4.00

Algae f::aters
4J1.uu
Pla!Jes ....... _. 4/1.00
Severums .•.•... 211.00

F-OR VOUR 1977

COLOH CATALOG

Send i-.50 for Postage I.

Extra Speciai·Live Tubeflex worms 49'/ ounce

8 am to5pm

Biggest Stereo Sale of the Year!

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Handling to:

DIANA 1 Oropt.
PO BOX 77505
SAN FRANCISCO .
CA 94107

PREPARE YOURSELF
FOR UNBELIEVABLE
STEREO PRICES!
Unbelievable might be an understatement!
Custom Hi·Fi is now making preparations for the

842-6991

..

DIANA

Donor Center
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Saturday Is Subscriber's Night

arou.nd \he stage swatting
imaginary flies which are also a part
of his diet, and being rewarded with
cookies when he is good.

Check Frid(=ly's LOBO for details on this event!

.,
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Lobo Ski Team
Captures First
In· Ski League
.

.Daily Lobo
Subscriptions

SlOoo Summer
full year plus the
Session
Marron Hall131
or by mail to:

UNMBox20
Univ of N.M.
Alb., NM 87131
J.
I
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Go.lden Gloves Boxing Provides
Wide Variety of Thrills to Fans

By Tom Plunkett
Golden Gloves boxing fans
witnessed a variety of bouts which
· ranged from the xidiculous to the
Books third, Greg Sivinski fourth, sublime last weekend.
and Filbert Montes fifth. Weber's
The first two of these nights
nordic skiers finished their season
with 48 points. CSU was second unfortunately proved ·to be an
with 24 points.
illustration of slow starting, rather
The women cross-country skiers aimless bumbling, with the ·exdid as well as their male coun- ception of the moments of exterparts by placing Jackie Skaro in citement provided by two coaches
the number-one spot, Kim Skaro in who carried on their own private
third place, and Joanne Erickson in fight outside the boxing arena.
the fourth-place slot.
The third night of the matches
In the.second giant slalom race of however, orchestrated into a lively
the weekend, the UNM men skiers crescendo of emotion both in the
placed Boutilier in first place, Mike ring and among . the spectators,
Higgins in· second-place, Jose Sena providing the finale for the district
in fifth-place and Nara in seventh- championships.
place. For the women on the second
day of the giant slalom, Lobo fern
The first two bouts on this night
skiers
Stephanie
Lemay, se~ved as a prelude to the explosive
Herrington, Robran, and Cindy performance of Victor Romero of
Stone came in first, second, third, the UNM Boxing Club in the 3rd
and fourth respectively.
match. With a steady, flurry of
rapid jabs and powerful flashing
The Lobos won the Governor's right hooks to the head Romero
Cup, a trophy given to the team immol:iilized his starry-eyed opwhicn wins the CISL race held in ponent. This resulted in a TKO one
New Mexico. The Lobos combined and a half minutes into the second
score for the weekend was 179 round giving the UNM Boxing Club
points. The Ram ski team of CSU lts first and only clistrict champion
finished in second-place with 102 this year.
points.

By Peter Madrid
For the sixth straight year, the
· ;ombined UNM ski team has
;aptured the team title in the
;entral Intercollegiate Ski. League
ast weekend in a Lobo-hosted race
ll Angel Fire Ski resort in Northern
'lew Mexico.
. Tqe Lobos compiled a total of
I 12 league points compared to
'econd-place Colorado State with
;47, The 612 points were won by
he combined alpine team over a
1eriod of five ClSL races.
At the Angel Fire race, the UNM
.vomen made a clean sweep in' the
:iant slalom race. Dianne
ierrington was first, Cathy Robran
vas second, and Lori Huddleston
;arne in third. Huddleston is a
1ewcomer to the ski program and
JNM Ski Team Coach George
3rooks was vecy pleased with her
>erformance. Herrington and
tobran have been placing strongly
•.II season for Brooks.
In the. men's giant slalom race,
.obo skier Bill Nara came in first
tith teammates Eric Boultier and
>uke Flynn in fourth and sixth·'ace respectively. In the men's
iant slalom, UNM edged Denver
lniversity by a score of37-34.
The men skiers will compete in
The men's nordic team of ctossountry coach Klaus Weber cap- the NCAA regionals to be held at
Ired four of the top five spots in Winter Piuk, Colo., Feb. 22-23,
te men's fifteen kilometer race. and the fern skiers will travel to
,eve
Meleski finished first, Phil Lake Eldora, Col 0 ., Feb. 24-25.
~~~~~~~~~~----
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~qual Opportunity Employer

Career Employment Opportunities

with the
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
The Central Intelligence Agency has professional
opportunities for persons with training in the
disciplines listed below. If you are a senior or
graduate student now completing your studies we
will be pleased to review your credentials.
Accounting/Logistics
Foreign Language (High
Architectural Engineering
Proficiency Required)
' Business Administration/
Russian
Business Economics
• History
·
Civil Engineering
• International Relations
• Communications/Journalism
• Linguistics
Computer Science/
Materials Technology
Systems Analyst
Engineering
Economics/Econometrics
Mathematics
Electrical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Electronic Engineering
Nuclear Physics
Electro Chemistry
• Operations Research
Foreign Area Studies
Optical Engineering
East Asian
• Physics
Near Eastern
Russian
East Europe.
.
(*Graduate Students Only)
All initial assignments arein Wash'ington, D.C. Area. Some
require foreign travel. U.S. Citizenship required. Minol'itics
and women are encouraged to apply.
·Gel an application form from the Career !~Ianning
and l'laccmcnt Center, 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista Hall,
South. Mail It Now!!! Hesumes must be received by
March 4 to bcJ considered. Qualified applicants will be con"
Laclcd to arrange an off-campus in~crview.
Mail Your Own Resume Or The Application Form To:

Wolfpack Baseballers Prepare

2·- Lobo .Records

For Seaso·n Under a New Coach

By Ed Johnson
Two school records and the fine
running of Sammy Kipurgat were
the highlights of the New Mexico
Regional AAU Indoor Championships in ringley Coliseum,
Satur!iay and Sunday.
Susie Vigil, running the mile for
the first time ever, set a UNM
women's record with. a time of 5:06.
Anita Marsland jumped 5 feet-4
inches in the high jump to set the
second record. She just missed
jumping 5-6 on her last of three·
allowed tries.
Sammy Kipurgat, running in the
880, was clock~d at 1:54 !lnd took
first-place.
But Kipurgat, running· unattached, was not finished.
Kipurgat found his mile relay
team way behind when he received
the baton, but then sped to a 48.9
quarter mile and gave. his team the
first-place award.
Afterwards Kipurgat said, "That
was practice. I didn't meari to run
very fast."
Vigil thought the mile was "fun.
I liked it. "She said she might'run it
again even though it is not her main
event .
During the cross-country season,
Cindy Ash by kept saying that she
was primarily a middle-distance
runner and Sunday she proved that
she is not only a middle distancer
but a very good one.
·
Ashby· sped through her 880 in
2:13, her best time in two years.
"I was real tired at the end, but I
was happy with it,'' Ashby said.
T{aren Cunninghame ran into a

.

Many of the other contenders
showed great stamina, seeming at
times, to come back from the
impossible. Certainly however,
each of them could rightly be
labeled a winner for his guts.
But on the other hand, unfortunately for UNM, Albert
Sanchez in. the 15th match, lost to
Phillip Tafoya of Taos. In the first
round he expended too much
energy 'in wasted jabs and dancing
maneuvers while he studied his
opponent. The inevitable resulted
in a resounding defeat for Albert
Sanchez.

By Gilbert Bustamante
The UNM baseball team began
their pre season conditioning last
month with what the players feel is
. the best team the school has had in
a long time.
Vince Cappelli took over the
bit trouble in the 440-dash.
coaching chores from Bob Leigh
"I was in lane two and.! thought who resigned after last season. The
I got off to a pretty good 'start. At team finished last season with <tn
the breaking point I moved into overall record of 28 wins and 24
lane one, then that girl from losses. They were 3-15 in the
Colorado elbowed me off the Westerri Athletic Conference.
track," Cunninghame explained. .
About 38 men are trying out for
Cunninghame was then allowed this year's varsity squad. There are
to compete in another heat, but was at least two men trying out for
unable to get the fast start s]]e had every position said Cappelli. With
in the first one.
.
the exception of three men everyone
"It was hard to run it the second is back from last year's team.
time and have the same feeling. I
The team is practicing every
wish I couJa have kept and finished afternoon from 1:30 to 4:30 at the
with," that first place start.
UNM baseball field directly south
Harrison Koroso and P et.er of the basketball arena. The team
·Butler, UNM athletes -running has inter squad games every
unattached, staged a two-man show Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and
,.} . v~i:l ~
in the two-mile run.
Photo byW.T.H.
Sunday.
Under
Vince
Cappelli,
the
new
baseball
coach,
the
Lobos
Koroso' s 9:46 finish was a
If. they can. defeat the always ·
fraction of a second faster than powerful Arizona schools in half of are preparing for the start of the season.
Butler's.
the games they play with them this pitchers including six regular the southern division of the WAC.
UNM's mile relay team of Vigil, season, the team said it feels it can starters from last year's squad.
Cappelli plans on using three
Ashby, Connie Joseph, and Billie take first or second in theW AC.
Larry Jaster is the assistant coach pitchers in every game up until the
Colborne combined for a 4:03.3
Senior second baseman Art De for the Lobos. He is an ex-pitcher WAC starts. This will give him a
time that was a second-place LaO says the team has a better for the Montreal Expos and the St. chance to decide who his starting
clocking.
pitchers will be.
chance of taking the WAC this year Louis Cardinals.
Laurie Gilliland was fastest for than any of the previous years he
Cappelli plans on selling
The Lobos will play Arizona in
the UNM women in the 220 wit)l a has been with the team. "There is a programs at all the home games. their first WAC game of the season
27.3 second time, as well as a 64.2 better atmosphere in general this Everybody whb buys a program is in the second week of April.
time in the 440.
Arizona State captured theW AC
year than there was last year," said eligible for prizes to be given away
In the 220, Edith Is_idoro beat her De LaO. He credits the difference at each home game.
crown over Arizona last year but
personal best with a 31, 1·.
The Lobos first &'arne will be a Arizona defeated Arizona State in
to the pitching and the better atDonna Argo, not running at full titudes this year. "The pitching and doubleheader on Feb. 24 against the College World Series. Rob
potential, ran a 2:26 in the 880.
overall depth this year is really Utah, a member of the northern Hoover was the only Lobo pitcher
Cindy Hagg and Joseph both tough,." said De LaO.
division of the WAC. UNM is in to defeat Arizona State last season.
were timed at 27.5 in the 220 .
'rhe team h~ ten returning
•

Daily lobo

11ights from the field as he hit 10 of
13 shots over the weekend.
. At one point this season it looked
like Smiley might not play again for
the Lobos. That was in January
when UNM Head Coach Norm
Ellenberger sent him home after the
Utah game. After missing the
Brigham Young game, Smiley
talked to Ellenberger and was
reinstated on the team.

·

·.Sports
. .

. .
reboun . On
against Arizona, Smiley's first
play helped the Lobos to a halftime
lead. Against the Wildcats he
scored 14 points and pulled down
seven 'boards. Smiley had good
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All. equi.p ment not sold at the sale prices. will be sold by bid,.
so stop by and place your reasonable bid for the equipment
you want.
.

1624 Eubank NE Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 505:._292-1188
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Bicycle! Touring and commuting on a bicycle is a
healthy, non-polluting, clean
way to get around. We
have a complete line of KIRT-'
LAND/TOURPAK products
to help you gear up with the
best. Come in, start saving
today ...

Front Panel Tape Dubbing Jacks
Muhlpalh/Signal Strength Meter
LaW and tH Filters
loUdness Control Switch
HI Blend Switch

Quantities limited

:;;"'
2:::

on your gasoline ·bill

• FM Muting Pushswitch

-
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Open 8:30 a.m to 4:30 p.m. The deadline for
the next day's poper is 3:00 p.m. Classified
advertising is not token by telephone. Pleose
bring your ads to Marron Hall Room 105, or
moil them to: Classified Advertising, UNM Box20
Universit of N.M. Alb. N.M. 87131

Save 50%

Sound Ideas will be wrapping-up a special sale of in-store
demo equipment and equipment being liquidated by an ou~
of.-state dealer. The full list of equipment and prices will be in
this Friday's Lobo, Focus, and this Saturday's Journal.
Here's just a sample:
• 75 Watfs mlnimurr; RMS per
channel, at 8 Ohms, from 20 H:z:

"1:1

(10

Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall
Room 105

minor elbow injury in the meet and
will be out for at least a week.
Saturday night the Lobos won all
five events with Jost winning two
events. Frew won the vaulting and
the all-around competition and J ost
won the balance beam and floor
exercise. Amy Williamson won the
uneven parallel bars with teammate
Rachel Hernandez placing second
in the event.
The total team scores for
Friday's meet were UNM 133.5,
UTEP' 114.1, Colorado 94.6 and
Colorado State 106.45.
j[.'',-,~.:~.·:·:~·'·"<.
. '!:'·.·-,~_L_t[.,··•./~~.<,·;~cr..- ~. -~
'~~ ·,. -~ -,
- ·l~~~H.C~otJitf~
Saturday night the total team
-- ~= !:.-•.:!¥,,:.~,.·.~,~
~
" .... ~---'""=-~
l.' '"£:.::.:~::2i..,._,.,.-·
~ ··~---· •:~ ~...:::.:_.,;.::;:;., ·111 ~UOiU"""'Ui
.,._.....,..._,...._,""""-'-"'-"'"'"....,"-"'-.'--''-Photo by Phyllis Kushner
scores were UNM 133.75, Northern
Lobo gymnast Amy Williamson performs on the balance Colorado 129.60 and UTEP
beam.
117.05.
The UNM women's gymnastics by Joann J ost and Dianne Frew,
J ost and Frew were both invited
team was victorious in its last two won the all-around, vaulting and to compete in the Western
home meets of the season last tied for first in the uneven parallel Hemisphere Games in Hayward,
weekend in Carlisle Gym.
bars. J ost won the a!l,around with a California, -but Claudia Thomas,
On Friday the gymnasts defeated score of 34.85 and tied for first in UNM gymnastics coach, isn't sure
Colorado, Colorado State and vaulting and the uneven parallel whether they will be able to go.
Texas-EI Paso. On Saturday night bars.
The Lobos will be preparing
they defeated UTEP for the third
Frew tied for first with Jost in during the next few weeks for the
time this season and also defeated vaulting, placed second in the regionals which will becoming up
the University of Northern balance beam and took third in the March 11-12 at Northern Colorado,
Colorado.
all-around.
Coach Thomas said the team has a
Friday night the women, headed
Cindy Hendricks suffered a good chance of doing well.

Smiley Awarded WAC Honor

to

~

Women Gymnasts Capture Two

The rafters once again rang with
the intense emotion and inPhoto by Tom Plunkett
volvement of the crowd as Herbert
Two boxers mix it up.
Garrion and Bill Burns of Police
Athletic League stepped into the professional boxer. His style
aggressive attack demolished and
ring, At the sound of the bell they became calculated and deliberate to
bloodied and battered Efran
sprang to the center of the ring and the dismay of his opponent. The
Garrion was floored immediately muted sounds of his dancing feet on Medina. The fight was stopped at
by an explosive right hook. He the padded mat contrasted with the the end of the second round
arose only to be sent crashing to the loud thumps of his powerful because Medina was unable to
mat once again by the rapid, punches and ·foreshadowed a stand without assistance. PAL once
electrifying blows of Burns. victory for Garrion.
again, took another trophy and the
However, by the middle of the
overall award for excellence in the
second round, Garrion had
The last and final fight was a 1977 Golden Gloves District
acquired the finesse of a total mismatch. John Jordan's Tournament.

University of New Mexico center
Wil Smiley was named co-WAC
Player of the Week after his performance last weekend on the
Lobo's road trip to Tucson and
Tempe,
Smiley, the Lobos' reserve
center, scored 22 points in the two
games. Against Arizona State, in
the game the Lobos won, he scored
eight points and grabbed 12

T rac.ksters Set
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February 8
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Koom. New Mexico Union
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Some Cancer Victims Li.ve_ On
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By Lynne Moyer
Most people equate the word cancer with death, but approximately one-third of all people who get ·cancer each year
surviye the disease, said Herman Parton, executive director
for the Bernalillo County American Cancer Society.
Research~rs at the UNM Cancer and Research Center are
involved in research to improve methods of cancer treatment
'
and diagnosis.
- Cancer is a "weird overcompensatiOn of an organism,"
said Dr. John Yuhas, associate director of the UNM Cancer
and Research ·center.
The ~isease is a response of the cell's regenerative system
characterized by uncontrolled growth and spread of abnormal
cells.

Another study involves attempting to grow human cancer
in the laboratory so researchers can test the effectiveness of
drug;s to each typ~ of cancer, because a drug. which cures one
patient does not necessarily work with another, Yuhas said.
Radiotherapy is the projection of radiation beams aimed at
the tumor which kills the abnormal ce_!ls.
The problem with this treatment has been that radiation
passing through normal tissue causes damage to it also; said
Yuhas.
'
·
Tele-co baH therapy now uses higher radiation beams which
pass through the normal tissue at a faster rate causing a reduction in the injury to normal tissue said Yuhas.
.·

College-age people are relatively unaffected by
cancers, since most forms of the disease do not
develop until the person is more than 30 ye.ars old.
•
Actually, it's a normal body process which "gets out of
hand," said Yuhas.
College-age people are relatively unaffected by cancers, since most forms o'f the disease do not develop until the person is
more than 30 years old.
.
"The cigarette smoking you are doing now will cause your
cancer in 15 to 20 years," said Yuhas, adding, "that is,
providing you don't get run over by a car or have a heart attack first.
"We are getting away from single modality treatment,"
Yuhas said, explaining that cancer is usually treated by a combination of surgery, chemotherapy and cobalt therapy.
"We don't have the universal bullet.,

When administered before radiation treatment,
these drugs would allow the patient to tolerate
larger radiation doses while protecting the normal
tissue. •
·
•
UNM researchers are trying to find a way to regulate these
realizing they don't have to remove excess tissue along with beams of radiation to cause a larger dose to be concentrated at
. •
the cancer, Yuhas said.
the tumor .itself instead of in the top layer bf skin.
Chemotherapy is .the use of drugs in the treatme~t of
There are also studies being made on drngs which protect
pat~ents, but care has tope taken not to injure normal tissue
the
skin against radial ion damage. When administered before
during treatment.
radiation treatment, these drugs would ·allow the patient to
"You can kill any cancer with drugs, but patients can't tolerate larger radiation doses while protecting the normal
tolerate the dosage needed," Yuhas said.
tissue,

Researchers are studying the possibility of injecting massive
Financing of this research is obtained from University fun· doses of anti-cancer drugs quickly followed by an antidote ds, the National Cancer· Institute, National Institute of
Very little has changed in the surgical treatment of patients, said Yuhas. This kills the tuinor, but the antidote takes effect Health, Energy Research and Development and "much local
except in the area of breast cancer, where more doctors are before ini,ury occurs to normal cells.
support by service groups," Yuhas said.

~~~~~mm~~~~
All UNM clerical, library, and
Other white-collar employ-ees

(Continued from page I)
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THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL·CIO
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Albqs. No.1 Progressive B.ockin
Country Headquarters
Presents

The West Texas

Night Hawks
Tues thru Sun
•

Every Tues, Wed, Thurs

All Bar Drinks soc 7-9 pm
Now Serving the Finest
Bar-B~o Sandwiches Around

Last. Mile Ramblers

HEW Battle·

There are also eight other individuals or agencies exempt from
the Buckley Amendment as approved by the UNM Regents in
1976 and they are: UNM school officials approved by UNM, officials
of other schools where the student
may want to transfer, authoriz-:d
. representatives of the Comptroller
General of the U.S., the Secretary
of HEW, the U.S. Commissioner
of Education, the Director of the
National Institute of Education,
the Assistant Secretary for
Education and the state of New
Mexico's education authorities.
There are other exemptions from
the Buckley amendment such as
judicial orders; emergencies, and
parents of a dependent student.
With the numerous exemptions
and regulations, the only people
not allowed to view student records
are the general public.
So, the name of the student
charging discrimination will not be
released, but the grades of other
students in the class, which are supposed to be protected by the
Buckley Amendment, will be
released to HEW.
The situation is complicated in
that there are no checks and balan. ces on the HEW. It is exempt from
the Buckley Amendment and can
penalize any institution not in
agreement with its decisions.

The grades and records of
students are supposed to be kept
confidential, but not if HEW or
any state or federal bureaucracy interested in the records wants them.
The concept of academic
freedom has been that the teacher
or professor should be exempt
from certain pressures in determining what grade a student should
receive. A case in point would be
political or preferential treatment
of any student in grading.
However, the concept also carries
with it certain responsibilities to the
students.
Because of the problems caused
by 'too many students for each .
teacher, many responsibilities to
students have been delegated by
professors to teaching assistants.
In the case of the education
discrimination grade, the student·
was graded by a teaching assistant
rather than by the professor.
While Auger . is protected by
academic freedom theoretically, he
is also on trial for the responsibilities that go with that freedom.
Also, under academic freedom
there is leeway in determining
grades. Because of this leeway,
there is no set policy in how instructors determine grades so that
each department and college at
UNM does not have to answer to
the other in what grades it might
give to the same student.

This is a problem in the
·discrimination case since an
English class instructor(s) said the
minority student is adequately
prepared in the English language
while an education class has said he
is not adequately prepared.
The question raised is whether
the education department should
act as the judge of the student.'s
alleged shortcomings or the English
department?
Since New Meldco is a bilingual
state with bilingual education
programs then could the case be
turned around where a student has
a "language deficiency" in
Spanish?
It is evident that since so many
abstract concepts or principles of
education are involved, the
solution could lie in the people
responsible for interpretation of
abstracts-the courts.

ASUNM Senate
To Discuss·
Bookstore Co-op

The Associated Students of
UNM Senate will vote on a bill to
create a new Cooperative
Bookstore Study Committee at its
·
meeting tonight.
Rudy Martinez, chairman of the
Board of Directors of PIRG, will
......................................................Jj distribute copies of the PIRG
Tenants' Rights' Randbook to the
Senate and will address the Senate
and answer any questions.
The meeting will be in room 250
A·D of the SUB at 7 p.m. and is
:
ood
: open to all students.
The following persons will speak
under preliminary business: Damon
Tobias, ASUNM president;
Dorothy Davidson, ASUNM vice
president; Martinez; and the
persons in the gallery.
There will be reports from the
0
•
Presidential Appointments,
:
and His Beautiful Film Visit to
: Finance, Steering, and Executive
Committees and from the ASUNM
Treasurer.
Old Business will be; Bill 3 on
election procedures; Bill 6 on the
repeal of Law 5-9-73; and Bill? on
the New Cooperative Bookstore
:
Thurs., Feb. 17,7:30 p.m.
: Committee.
:
Public $2.00
: New Business will be Bill 8 on
resignations; Bill 9 on the Office of
Students, Fac/Staff $1.50
: Research
and Consumer Affairs;
and Appropriations Bill 2 for the
:
Tel. 277~3121
Student-Community Relations
group.
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Popejoy Hall, UNM

.The Sandia Kiwanis
present

Doug Jones

!
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---Ro.tes: 15

cents per word per day, one dollar minimum, Advertisements run five or more conse~utlve do.ys with no changes,
nine cents per word per day (no refunds If cancelled before five Insertions). Clo.sslfled o.dvertlsements must be po.ld In o.dvo.nce.
ffio.rron Ho.ll Room 131 or by mo.ll to : Clo.sslfl<>d Advertising, UNffi
. Box 20, Albuquerque, Nffi 87131.

For Sale·

Personals
CONTACTS?? CAsgy OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736, tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D, photos, Lowc.')t
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come

to1717G_IrardDivd.NE, .lfn
ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Medical

School ~cl10larships av~ilable. Call Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (505) 766-2335 collecf; ot write:
Navy 'Medical Programs Oflicer, PO Box 8667,
Albuquerque, NewMcxico87108. 2/18
IF YOU. WERE a witness to an automobilepedestrian accident 011 the UNM campus on the
service road next to the Engineering Building on
Febrmu'y 3, 1977, please contact Walter Oaks at 2665511. 2/16
COACH·WANTED for women's soft-ball learn. Call
265-3653. 2/18
RA,CQUETBALL DISCOUNT: racquets, balls,
gloves, Lobo Men's Shop, 2121 Centra! S.E, 2/18
VOLLEYBALL! THE UNM MEN'S Volleyball club
prac~ices Mondays & Wednesdays, 6:30-9:30 nt
Carlisle Gym. All interested athletes welcome. 2/18
SOMETIMES IT HELPS to have someone just
listen. Cal! AGORA, 277·3013. 2118
AMERICANS CONCERNED ABOUT AFRICA:
write congressmen to repeal Byrd Amendment and
st-Op U.S. importations of Rhodesian chrome. Bill
now in Senate subcommittee. 2/1 B
MALE RAPE V1CfiM is wanted to speak at a
Human Sexuality Class, at the College of Nursing.
Please call John, 268.055!i. 2/18
·
BUSINESS BXECUTIVE OFF~RS Room, board &
salary to co-ed, in exchange for tight housekeeping &
occasional hostessing. Call 26~·3388, after 4
p.m. 2117
BAKERY CAFE: Our friends tell us it's the best food
in 10wn. Stop by! 118 ValeS. B. 2122
SENATOR WILLIAMS, ,your ny i_s down. Love,
7

UP AGAINST THE WALL? Christians who claim
answers are willing to share them with you. Wed·
nesdays and.Fridays, 7-9 p.m. St. Paul's-Universlty
Chapel, 2920 Campus Blvd, N.E. • 2/16
FREE: BEAUTIFUL SIAMESE CAT & her killen.
Separate or both. 842·9847. 2/22
IN THESE TIMES: on sale in th_c SUB Mercado. 2/23

Lost & Fot•"d
LOST: BROWN LEATHER BILLFOLD on Central,
Feb. 8. Reward offered, no questions. M.V. Dowling.
25!i·2~79. 2/16
FOUND: FINE LADIES RING w/natural stone in
Zimmerman Library. Describe & claim, Stephanie,
277·2360. 2121

NEW SHIPMENT of .150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles, R,C.
Hallett's, INJ-9378.

!••

.
!

Employment
EARN $20.00 for 2 hour evening for inviting IQ or
more of your student friends to y9ur apartment to sec
product~ for )'ctlr apartment demonstrated such a~
Chin~. Cry,~tal, Cookware, Silverware, Cutlery,
Linens, etc. Apartment Planning and Entertaining
Iuc. Call collect, ask for Shirley. (317) 2$94491. 2/18
PART TIME HELP WANTED: Sales clerk &
be over 21, graduate students only.
Apply in person·, no phone calls. Snvc-Way Liquor
Store, 5516 Mena_ul Blvd. NE. · 2/18
PART-TIME JOB: Sales, f!e;o.:ible )lours, good pay.
Call: Phil Pranczyk, C,L.U. 292~2.830. 3/8
WAITRESSES WANTED. Appl)' in person. Mr.
Steak, 1400San PedroN.E, 2/17
NEED FIVE PEOPLE: ParHimc, $100.00 weekly.
Call R81-4585, 1-3 p.m. only, 2116
PART TIME WORK: 62 openings, $400,00 a month.
Cali25S~2337, 1-3 p.m. only, 2/16
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN ADVERT1SING
SALES for Dally Lobo. Pay~ good commission, work
schedule around classes, need car. Sign up for appointment in rm. 131, Marron Hall (across from
Journalism Bldg,) 2/18

tfn

20 PORTABLE TV's! $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987, 3/24
WATERBBDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central NE.
Catering to .~tudent needs since 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student special: compl~te waterbed system,
$69.95, 2/21
'69 FORD FAIRLANE, A/T-A/C-V/8, $1100.00,
Paul Findley, 277-6116,242-9851. tfn
COlOR TV: recently rebuilt. Must go, priced to
mov~. 277-4980.
2118
1966 FORD FA1RLANE XL-500.•Good condition,
390 engine, 4 new tires: $600.00/bcst offer. Come sec
GRADUATE STUDENT with good writing and
at 209 Tulane S.E. 268-9929, between 8·4: after 4
research ability. Health care field. Temporary, partp.m., call 821-0198. Good car for student. 2/16
time.266-0131. 2/17
'74 CAPRI SPORT COUP.E, Good condition.
$900.00 under book. 266-7914. 2116
'70 VW VAN: rebuilt engine with 3,000 miles, ·
$1 ,000,00. Call 206-6042, afler 7 p.m. 2/17
1969 GTO: best offer. 268-2775, after 5 p.m. 2/17
WANTt:D: RADIO TIME. 2 hour.<., 5 days. Have
'65 IMPALA SS, mugs, needs work-. Good car to
sponsor. Cal! Ron, 268-8674. 2/21·
work on and fix up. $200.00, Ca!J 298-6077, after
5:30p.m, 2/!S
SONY CASSETTE RECORDER: :! Panasonlc
speakers, accessories, $125.00.266-5107, 2118
PUPPIES: PAPER TRAINED, Pudalcs, 2688674, 2/21
'
'69 CAMARO 327, engine fair, body e11cellent, pearl
paint, mas wheels, tires new. Call after 2 p.m., 2656556. 2/21
The ASUNM Presidential Appointments ComBRAND NEW 10-SPEEO Bike, 27" w/chain & lock.
mince will meet on Wed. Feb. I6at 6:15, io rm. 231C
First $70.00 takes it, 897-0093. 2/16
of the SUB. Tite public is welcome,
GREAT DEAL; SKIS Fischer Imperator 200 em,
Don Keller will speak at a'Dclta Sigrria Pi meeting
orig. $~30.00. Spademan Super JI bindings, orig.
Feb. 17 at 7:00p.m. in rm. 230 of the SUB.
S75.00 Used twice, $130,00, Call David, 2947357. 2/21
.
The Student Organization for La1in American
FOLK GUITAR, steel strings, Terada brand, no
Studies wlll meet Thurs., Feb. 17 at 4 p.m. in the Or.scratches: $70.00. Call Andy, after 9 p,m, 266tega third floor lounge.
2726. 2121
There will be a SCEC meeting Thurs., Feb. 17 at
BMW 2002, 1974, am/fm, 4-speed, excellent con7:30p.m. in the SUB rm. 231 D and E.
dition. 266-0131. 2/17
PEUGEOT 10-SPEED, great shape, $65,00 firm,
There will be an informalional meeting on UNM
After six, 843-6610. 2/18
summer programs in Guadalajara, Mexico and
Madrid, Spain at the International Center, 1808 Las
'74 VW SUPER BEETLE: 30,000 miles, 2 new tires,
Lomas N.E., Thurs., Feb. 16 from 1,.0:30 a.m. to
excellent condition. Cal1262-0365. 2122
noon.

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
wilh skill and imagination. 898-.5977. 3/11
MASSAGE: 298-4718, appts. only. 2/23
TYPING: M.A. English. Selccuic on-campus. 2968564. 2/18
WILL TYPE AND EDIT papers, dissertations. Call
Kim, 266·9037. 2/18
HARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10°/o
discount for students with I D's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sate. 3111
NEED HELP'! Research, revision, editing, typing.
281·3001. 2124
FRENCH & HEBREW LESSONS, all levels. 2422476. 2/1(,

The ASUNM senate finance committee will
6:00p.m. WeQ., Feb. 16ln rm. 2JJRB.

J

An introductory meditation and body relaxnt.oa
class meets Tuc~day!'> and Thursdays from 7;30 ;o
51;30p.m. in the SUB, rm. 231 A.

collegiate crossword

mtscellcineous

A meeting of the Dudget Inquiry Board will be held
Wed., Feb. J6jn Damon Tobias's office,

For Rent
FURNISHED ROOM. Female IJnly. No smokina.
Pool & kitchen privileges. $100.00/month. Cnll
Helen, 265-1584,-evenings, 2/16
ROOM WITH BATH. $70.00/month. Call Cure,
2/17

298-2322.

Services

' Organizations planiting to request funds ff(lJlt
ASUNM dUring fiscal year 1977·78· should sul)mit
budget requests by 4:30 p,m, Thurs., Feb, 17.

~locking. Mu~\

FURNISHED STUDIO,EFFICIENCY. College girl
preferrcd 1 $75.00 monthly, & $2.5.00 deposit. Private
entmnce & parking. Sublet, Call after 3 p.m., Janice,

881·1765. 2/21
FEMALE ROOMMATE for dynamite3 bedroom, I
3/4 bath, completely furnished home. Pets, children
o.k. $100.00/mo. 299~5633, Wendy, 2116
•
FUNKY STUDIO APARTMENTS. $90.00. 7218
CcntralS.E. 3/J

-"-=="'--"'"-------
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ACROSS
1 Burns
6 Laughs loudly
II Alpine abode
12 Fly
14 City in Spain
15 Destructive ones
17 Cooking fats
18 Baseball abbreviation
20 Dravidian tongue
21 Black birds
22 - ' s throw
'24 Ballplayer Petrocelli
2 5 - Rita
26 Texas sight
· {2 wds.)
28 Tuck's partner
29 Fit as food
31 Refresh, as a room
33 Oahu wreaths
34 Egyptian god
3 5 - sign
38 School assignments
42 Before, in poetry
43 Jack of nursery
rhyme, and family
4 6 - de vie

47
4g
50
51

WilliamDecember songs
Arrived
Word in Bogart
phrase
Actress Hagen
Examined before
robbing
Legume used for
forage
Garden flower
{2 wds.)
Sea nymph
Wandering
College buildings
Sailors

11
13
14
16
19

Skulls
Draw out
Show anger
Math ratio
Item for Isaac
53
Stern
54
22 Steel-making
e,l ement
55
23 Those who make
others happy
57
26 West Indies magic
27 Bounds' partner
59
3D Miss MacGraw
60
32 Greek letter
61
34 Clergymen
62
35 Letters, in Athens
36 Senator Hatfield's
state
DOWN
37 Put off
I Ancient vehicle
39 Uses logic
2 "-- Across the
40 Least feral
Table 11
41 Glove material
3 Woeful word
44 Gtln shots
4 Mr. Schoendienst 45 Profit
5 Surprises
48 Spanish book
6 Gulch
50 Gem weight
7 Egg cells
52 At no time {poet.)
8 Grammatical taboo 54 Mr. Albert
9 Detecting device 56 Goal
10 Power to endure
58 Period

A
postage
stamp/envelope machine
has been installed in the
Mercado (Room 105)
ofthc

Ne\N Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word per day, $1.00 minimum charge.
5 or more consecutive timesge per word per day.
Terms: Cash in advance.
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CIQsslfieds

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please pla·ce the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_ _ times beginning
_, under the heading (circle ?ne): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Enclosed$
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Po,st Office Box 4564, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
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Nuclear

aste Bill Revived
..

.;..... 'I

""'to

.....

The State Senate overturned an adverse committee report on a bill banning the
,.,•.;. importation for disposal of low-level nuclear waste in New Mexico. Last Th4rsday
th'e Senate voted 26 to 14 in favor of the bill after the principal sponsor, Senator
Tom Rutherford (D.Bern.), agreed to reduce the temporary ban from two years to
one.
The bill, SB 55,· is one of PIHG's lobbying priorities this session. Denise Fort,
PIHG lobbyist, and Jim Feeney, PIHG seientist, testified before the Senate Conser'vation Committee last week in support of the bill.
Feeney said, "Scientists· simply do not know enough about the movement of
buried radioactive materials to establish criteria for safe burial practices. The six
existing burial sites in this country were in tended to· contain radionuclides for
hundreds of years, yet in the first twelve years of operation two of them.have
already started to leak.;,
·
Three companies are considering :t';!ew Mexic~ as a dumping ground for nuclear
was~e. The most active of these, Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. is studying a site in
Colfax County. Several government ~;~nd community organizations
.
.in Colfax

On Top Of A Soapb~x
NMPIHG is a tool to be used by the students who fund it. The dedicated P\ofessionals who·work long hours for small salary are employed to serve the interests
of our student body. However, in order for them to represent us, we must let them
know what issues concern us and what action we want them to take.
Special interest .groups, such as the various mining companies, exert much
influence over the legislature through their professional lobbyists. NMPIHG lobbies for us, encouraging the passage. of legislation to benefit us, such as removing
the sales tax on the groceries we buy and banning the dumping of radioactive
waste in our state. Practically singlehandedly, NMPIHG looks out for our best interests in the legislature.
In addition to lobbying,' PIHG. provides other valuable services. Copies of a
handbook showing us how to protect our rights as tenants will soon be available. A
surve)' to find where to get the best prices on groceries is under wa)' and the results
will be published to help students get the most for their money. A project to expose
·discrimination in employment was recently begun.
Students may receive academic credit for any work or research they do with
NMPIHG. Under the joint supervision of a university instructo! and a member ot·
the PlHG staff over a hundred students have particijJatcd in PIHG projects and
classes. Hight now a class on Nuclear power is being taught by the NMPIHG scien·
,
tist.
If you are interested in earning credit by doing research or working on a project,
H you have a problem or complaint PIHG might help solve or H you have an idea
l:or a future project, contact NMPIHG at 107 C Cornell, S.E. or call 277-2757.
NMPlHG is your organization; put it to work for you.

County oppose this nuclear waste disposal facility.
Hesponding to the .problems at nuclear waste dumps, several federal govemment agencies are examining existing practices of burying nu~lear power plant
waste in the ground. The General Accounting Office, Enviromcntal Protection
Agency, Nuclear Hegulatory Commission and the U.S. Geological Survey have all
·concluded the present pmgram is inadequate and that need for additional study is
urgent before another sit~ is opened. PIHG supports a moratorium untiJ these
studies are completed and an adequate solution is found .
.

'

.Where The ·Money Goes
Many people may have been wondering how PIRG spends its money. In
the fall of each year a budget is prepared for approval by the student Board
of Dir~ctors. This forms the basis of all decisions as to hiring, projects, etc.
During the fall·semester NMPIHG spent som~ $18,839.73. Much of this
was used in organizing the office, etting staff positions filled, and paying
the deficit for the previous year. A breakdown of expenditures. appears
below:

a

..

Salaries and taxes
Bent
Health Insurance
Telephone .
Other Utilittes
Travel (in-st·ate)
Travel (out-of-state)
lteports
Duplicating
Office supplies and books
Postaae
n
Furniture, equipment and building
Debt and Miscellall!J
Grad refunds
Petty cash balance
He-invest in trust

$10,725.62
975.00
308.57
118.54
113.18
4.90.03
311.49
12.9.00
248.86
655.00
139.92
1,680.53
2,827.89
20. ()()
33.60
62.50
$18,839.73

Every effort is made to keep expenditures as low as possible, yet provide
: information, lobbying services, and make staff available for project work.

NMPIRG OPINION .POLL
We encourage any and all input concerning the type of
activities students would like to see New Mexico Public Interest Research Group doing. Below are two lists: one of
ongoing projects which are a result of your student Board
of Directors based on suggestions from other students and
~heir own preferences, and one of potential projects. If you

either want to get involved in or have prefences for the project listed, please check the appropriate line. If you
haveother ideas feel free to let us know. There is a PIRG
table today, Wednesday, inside the SUB if you would like
to drop this off, or bring it by our office at 107 Cornell
s.E., o:rcall277-2757.
•'

PP.ESENT ACTIVITIES

POTENTIAL PROJECTS

Sex Discrimination Project
.
Repealing Food Tax andtor Obtaining Tax Relief for NM
Learning To Lobby
Nuclear Power Class
Food Pricing Survey
Commercial Energy Waste Hunt
Prison Reform Project
Nuclear Energy Industry, Research, Possible Litigation
Fighting. Food Stamp Repeal

Transportation
Solar Energy- Project
Investigate EPC
Racial Discrimintion Project
Establishing Shelter for Battered Wives
Land Use Planning
Preparing Food Day
Consumer Price Survey
Other

•

THANKS
.'
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